










Project ref: ICS/11-12/013/DSTX/TSUN. 

Specifications of the endoscopic system for visualization of in-cylinder events in an internal combustion 

engine 

Supply qty- 1 set. 

 

This endoscopic system will be used to visualize fuel spray and combustion events inside the combustion chamber 

of an IC engine. The system should be capable for crank-angle resolved image data acquisition of fuel spray and 

combustion images in both spark-ignition and diesel engines. Technical requirements of this system are listed below: 

Optical access The system should include transmitting and receiving optics 

through single optical access in the combustion chamber. 

 

This system should also be capable to use for visualizing port-

fuel injection events. 
Total size for the optical access The sleeve in which the optical window and endoscopic probe 

is mounted should not exceed the size of M12. 
Operation and cooling arrangement of endoscope The system should be operable for at least 15 minutes (or 

longer) under firing conditions for both SI and CI engines. 

The vendor should provide details of automotive research and 

development divisions (government funded institutions and 

leading automobile industries) using the same system under 

firing conditions. IITM may reject the offer in case of any 

doubt. 
 
The design of the sleeve, optical window and probe should be 

such that the probe can be removed and placed multiple times 

with ease and without any damage. 
 
If a cooling arrangement is required for the endoscopic 

system, a cooling arrangement using compressed air should be 

included. 
 
In case of cooled systems, a filter unit should be included to 

ensure oil-free and dust-free cooling air supply for the 

endoscope. A flow controller should also be included to 

regulate the cooling air supply. 
 

Light source unit Light source unit should be integrated with the endoscope for 

visualizing crank-angle resolved fuel spray events. 

 

Camera specifications The system should incorporate a digital color camera with an 

extended image processing software for enhanced optical 

diagnosis of combustion and injection phenomena. 

 

Picture resolution:  

1024 x 1024 (or higher) pixels  at 1000 fps (or higher) 

640 x 480 (or higher) pixels at 10000 fps  (or higher);  

Dynamic resolution: 12 bit (4095 steps) (or better) 

Shutter speed: Minimum of 1 microsecond (or shorter) to a 

maximum of 10 milliseconds (or larger) 

 

The system should transmit digitized images from camera to 



PC without quality loss.  

 

It should be possible to connect a high sensitive camera in 

future if required. 

 

Field of view (FoV) and viewing direction FoV should be 65 degree or better. 

 

Multiple options should be provided by the vendor regarding 

the viewing direction including zero degree. IITM will 

confirm viewing direction based on offer. 

 

Vendor should provide additional price (as an option) if a new 

probe is to be ordered for a different viewing angle in place of 

the ordered probe, and any other item(s) to be replaced for this 

purpose. 

 

Crank Angle Encoder  0.1 degree crank angle resolution. 
Control Unit The Control Unit should be integrated with the Light Source 

Unit. It simultaneously should control the timing of the light 

source as well as the camera timing. Both, the shutter opening 

of the camera as well as the light should be possible to be 

operated based on the crank angle position.  
Software For recording, animation and image processing. The output 

must be obtained on a PC. 

Crank-angle based signal processing must be possible. 
PC New computer suitable to carry out the data acquisition and 

analysis. 
Others Camera fixing device (or required mounts) should be provided 

with the offer. 

Required lenses for endoscope – technical specifications such 

as focal length, and its location with respect to the probe and 

camera should be provided, along with necessary lens mounts 

and couplers. 

Set of connecting cables as required. 

Tool to mount or dismantle the sleeve, window and probe. 

Spare parts – Mounting sleeve and optical window, etc.  

User manual, etc. 
Technical support Technical support on above quote (or offer) should be defined 

clearly. IITM may reject the offer if support conditions are not 

provided. 
Optional items and services 

(Cost for this part should be quoted separately as 

an option. This cost will not be included in 

comparing commercial bids.) 

Feasibility study for mounting the endoscope on test engine 

(spark-ignition or diesel, as required). 

Cylinder head machining. 

Installation and commissioning. 

Additional software’s recommended. 

Others, if any. 

 

 

 

The system must visualize and record images of injection and combustion processes, in addition mechanical motion 

of components in both diesel and gasoline engines under actual operating conditions. Vendor should clearly mention 

individual cost and details of all items, and any additional items required or to be provided by the end user before 

using the system, for example, compressed air, etc. 



Vendor must provide required insulation, quartz window and cooling arrangements as required for the endoscope 

supplied. 

You should clearly specify terms and conditions for support during both warranty and post-warranty periods. 

 

Warranty: 

The vendor should provide the warranty of 24 months from the date of commissioning of the setup. The vendor 

should clearly indicate the terms of warranty along with their quote. 

The vendor must have supplied similar model of base equipment in reputed automotive research and development 

laboratories of government funded institutions or research and development divisions of leading automobile 

industries worldwide during the past 2 years, and have been operated under firing conditions. The vendor should 

provide the details of organizations (with contact details) where such systems have been supplied. Customer 

feedbacks regarding “performance and after sales service” may be considered in the final scrutiny. 

You should provide purchase order copies of at least five different customers this endoscopic system was supplied 

(preferably in India). 

 

For technical clarifications, please contact. 

Dr. Mayank Mittal 

IC Engines Laboratory, 

Department of Mechanical Engineering, 

IIT Madras, Chennai-600036 

Phone No: 044-2257 4680 

e-mail: mmittal@iitm.ac.in 

 

Please quote your lowest price for the equipment meeting the above requirement. 

 

 


